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A satirical article designed to take out the toxic venom being fed to the grass roots. Readers will have to use their
imagination and read between the lines to grasp the full thrust of its objectives. The political articles and ENews letters
since November 2019 will provide the background knowledge to this article of mirth. Their is nothing personal but its time to
call a spade a spade. However, it appears that some articles and ENews letters because of their political and sensitive
nature are protected documents until recent developments are made clear. Such documents are available upon request to
the author by sending an email to abalinx@gmail.com with the title "REQUEST PASSWORD FOR ACCESS TO
PROTECTED DOCUMENTS".
Throughout the centuries society would seek out those in their midst who appeared to have knowledge far beyond the
average person. That individuals wisdom was sought for a variety of reasons such as: their cattle becoming fertile, wives
having sons, children growing tall and strong, crops being plentiful, sand in times of peril seeking advice on where to find
shelter from marauding bands roaming the country side.
Today, such prophets do not exist except in the minds of individuals who believe they have inner working knowledge based
on their life experiences. Some are considered gurus like one individual operating out of coffee shops and ivory towers close
to 60 Collin street Melbourne. He like like Hermes of old prefers to communicate by emails to the unwilling and those
seeking a haven.
There are false prophets who use Pied Piper tactics to attract the the unbelievers, the lost souls and others who need
saving. All night vigils and prayer meetings are conducted to drive out the alleged demons residing in their opponents while
at the same time they carry out character assassination raids on neighbouring regions.
Lately we have the water nymphs associated loosely with their above brethren who float from one pond to another seeking
to find shelter upon which to plant their roots and hopefully rise up into a water lily out of the water. Unfortunately no pond
has been found suitable and still they cannot understand that the reason they are not wanted is because of their toxic
behaviour.
As for the Oracle, who knows what knowledge is stored away in the in the clouds above. Knowledge that has been
accumulated throughout the years backed up by a vast network throughout the world and backed up by a myriad of
supporters seeking the same ideals. Freedom from oppression, tyranny, coercion, intimidation, harassment, veiled threats,
suppression, censorship, abuse, bullying and the right to have objective and constructive opinions. Yes the Oracle seeks
such freedoms.
It is obvious to the readers that all of the above is in veiled speech and not difficult to read between the lines and understand
that under the current political climate those like the Oracle who dare challenge the elite in their ivory tower at 60 Collins
street are selected for the political guillotine.

The grass root population, fed up with being given cakes instead of bread are rising up against the oppressors at 60 Collins
street and seeking to overturn those who have nothing better to do but sit at numerous committee meetings drinking tea and
eating scones that were purchased through the the grass root members annual membership fees. Interesting that the grass
roots are all volunteers and provide their time, money and skills towards keeping these bastards in comfort. They forget that
grass root volunteers are all unpaid volunteers, they forget that they have been members for years much longer that the
sycophants in positions of great responsibility.
The Collins Street Sheriff posing a Director has much to answer for and is the first knave to misuse his responsibilities. The
Sheriff has forgotten that his role is dependent upon his professionalism and not his biased opinion of others. There is no
King John to save him but there are many Robin hood to be found amongst the grass roots in the Victorian Sherwood forest.
Yes the Lion heart will one day return and with his return will crumble the pseudo Liberals and false prophets that hang
around 60 Collins street like the sycophants that they are.
The Oracle and band of supporters monitoring the minions coming to and from the 60 Collins street castle are amused by
the stupidity and undeniable disorder and chaos caused amongst the various grass root villagers and region surrounding the
castle. Try as they might, the Oracle is not concerned about being invited to the great hall where other like minded
individuals would be gathered to hear the sentence of excommunication being attempted. The great serpent slithering
amongst the rotten apples will soon realise that apple cider is not the political draught that would sustain him.
Three months to go before the final battle for the hearts and minds of the grass roots. Three months to go for a change.
Three months to go to be free of the shackles that bind the grass roots. Three months to go towards political freedom and
expression and a return to robust debates. Never give up in the face of adversity, we are not alone.
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